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Mosquito
Unseen Images from the Archives
Colin Higgs

Contributor Bio
Colin Higgs has been a documentarian for more than 20 years, for both TV and home entertainment.

Summary
A celebratory book and two documentaries about the famous aircraft

In the age of metal fuselages and wings how could an aircraft largely built of wood possibly become
one of the most famous British aircraft ever and arguably the best military aircraft of World War II?
The Mosquito was built by de Havilland which had already created classics such as the Tiger Moth and
Dragon Rapide. It would prove to be the most versatile aircraft in the Royal Air Force’s wartime
inventory being used as bomber, day and night fighter, for reconnaissance, pathfinding, minelaying,
and photographic roles as well as in Coastal Command for attacks on enemy shipping. It could
patrol, intrude, attack, and evade as well as anything else flying at the time. Almost 8,000
Mosquitos were built and they were flown by almost every country's pilots fighting with the allies
including Americans, Canadians, Australians, and South Africans.The publishers of Mosquito: Unseen
Images from the Archives have scoured the archives to come up with an unrivaled selection of rare
and unseen images showing the full history of the Mo...
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Mayday
Air Crash Investigation
Mike Lepine

Contributor Bio
Mike Lepine has written more than 35 books. As the former editor of the Aviation & Military Video
Club, he was instrumental with DD Home Entertainment in bringing much rare archival film footage to
the public for the very first time.

Summary
A book and DVD set telling how crashes changed aviation, and made flying the safest form of
modern travel

This slice of aviation history discusses the fearless test pilots and the very first commercial jet
airliners of the post war years, the Constellation and the Comet. It also offersin depth analysis of
some of the most well known plane crashes and the investigations by the worlds leading experts in a
race to discover the causes of each crash. It includes DVDs of the television series Mayday, Air Crash
Investigation investigating air crashes, near-crashes, hijackings, bombings, and other disasters.
Mayday uses reenactments and computer-generated imagery to reconstruct the sequence of events
leading up to each disaster. In addition, aviation experts, retired pilots, and crash investigators are
interviewed explaining how these emergencies came about, how they were investigated, and how
they could have been prevented.
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Constellation
Unseen Images from the Archives
Bruce Hales-Dutton

Contributor Bio
Bruce Hales-Dutton is an aviation journalist who has written many books and articles for aviation
magazines. He worked for the UK Department of Trade dealing with civil aviation, was press and PR
manager at British Airports Authority, and eventually, became PR Director for the Civil Aviation
Authority.

Summary
A celebration of one of the most popular and successful aircrafts every built

The publishers have scoured archives all over the world and have created in Constellation: Unseen
Images from the Archives a breathtaking set of more than 150 rare and unseen images.
Complementing the images, acclaimed aviation author and journalist Bruce Hales-Dutton has written
an authoritative and eye-opening text that tells the history of this great aircraft. Designed and
developed amid utmost secrecy the Lockheed Constellation became one of the most popular and
successful aircraft ever built, flying with virtually every major airline around the world and many air
forces in a bewildering range of roles from troop transport to airborne command and control. It was
the irresistible combination of Lockheed's design expertise and Howard Hughes' money that drove
the Constellation project. As majority owner of TWA, Hughes saw the Constellation as a way to grab
and maintain market share over his rival airlines. Lockheed, however, wanted something even bigger
and more grand than Hughes' vision. What appeared for ...
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Boeing
Unseen Images From The Archives
Bruce Hales-Dutton

Contributor Bio
Bruce Hales-Dutton is an aviation journalist who has written many books and articles for aviation
magazines. He worked for the UK Department of Trade dealing with civil aviation, was press and PR
manager at British Airports Authority, and eventually, became PR Director for the Civil Aviation
Authority.

Summary
A tribute to 100 years of Boeing and its aircraft

The publishers of Boeing: Unseen Images from the Archives have scoured archives round the world to
create a unique book packed with rare and previously unseen images that complement acclaimed
aviation journalist Bruce Hales-Dutton's text. Boeing is perhaps the most important manufacturer
and designer of aircraft ever and the most iconic name in the history of aviation. From a small boat
factory in Seattle, the legendary "Red Barn," 100 years ago to the giant aviation manufacturing
business of today, Boeing has built and maintained an unrivaled reputation for building airliners,
bombers, fighters, flying boats, trainers, helicopters, and more recently spacecraft and missiles. It
was aircraft such as the P.26 Peashooter, Stratoliner, and Clipper flying boat that created the
company's pre-war reputation; the classic B-17 and B-29 bombers that made Boeing one of the
biggest wartime contributors to the US war effort; the unique shape of the Stratocruiser that returned
the company to the forefront of the commercial aviation business in the i...
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Concorde
The Rise and Fall of the Supersonic Airliner
Jonathan Glancey

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Glancey is the former architecture and design correspondent of the Guardian and
Independent. He is the author of Spitfire: The Biography, The Story of Architecture, and The Train: An
Illustrated History.

Summary
A celebration, as well as a thoroughly researched history, of a truly brilliant machine that became a
sky god of its era

Jonathan Glancey tells the story of this magnificent and hugely popular aircraft anew, taking the
reader from the moment Captain Chuck Yeager first broke the sound barrier in 1947 through to the
last commercial flight of the supersonic airliner in 2003. It is a tale of national rivalries, technological
leaps, daring prototypes, tightrope politics, and a dream of a Dan Dare future never quite realized.
Jonathan Glancey traces the development of Concorde not just through existing material and
archives, but through interviews with those who lived with the supersonic project from its inception.
The result is a compelling mix of overt technological optimism, a belief that Britain and France were
major players in the world of civil as well as military aviation, and faith in an ever faster, ever more
sophisticated future.

9781760113551

Pub Date: 2/1/16

Ship Date: 2/1/16
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Trade Paperback

352 Pages
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Transportation  /  Aviation
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The Flying Kangaroo
Great Untold Stories of Qantas . . . the Heroic, the Hilarious and the Sometimes Just Plain Strange
Jim Eames

Contributor Bio
Jim Eames is the author of The Country Undertaker, Six Feet Under Or Up in Smoke, and Taking to the
Skies. He is one of Australia's first aviation writers, former press secretary to the Minister for Aviation,
and former Director of Public Affairs for Qantas.

Summary
From its earliest days, Qantas has captured the Australian public's imagination and attracted its fair
share of unique characters. These are their stories, told by a man who has Qantas running through
his veins. They are full of nostalgia for a company in its prime. They are hilarious, they are heroic,
they're odd. They are about the brilliant risk takers who made Qantas the safest airline in the world.
They are about the craziness of flying VIPs, and the strange pecadillos of chairmen and CEOs. There
are stories about dangerous skies, the hazard of overseas postings, and the spats between flight
and cabin crews. This is a warm-hearted look at the Qantas Australia love, and a reminder that
despite its recent history, Qantas remains very much a part of the Australian national psyche.
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Taking to the Skies
Daredevils, Heroes and Hijackings, Great Australian Flying Stories
Jim Eames

Contributor Bio
Jim Eames is author of The Country Undertaker and Six Feet Under Up in Smoke. He is one of Australia's
first aviation writers, former press secretary to the Minister for Aviation, and former Director of Public
Affairs for Qantas.

Summary
So how do you test drive a Jumbo? And why did a future civil aviation director once taxi a plane down
Perth's main street to attend a ball? From the ridiculous to the downright dangerous, the story of
Australian aviation is full of tales of adventure and nation building. It is also a story about tragedy
and eccentric characters with wild larrikin spirits. In this surprising, fascinating, and sometimes very
funny collection, Jim Eames brings together the great forgotten and untold tales of Australian
aviation. There are the stories of the Catalina flying boats that were Australia's only aviation link to
the UK during World War II, and that of Qantas' record-breaking non-stop flight across the world.
And what of the long- forgotten hijacks and the dramas of the Darwin airlifts after Cyclone Tracy?
Entertaining, nostalgic, and very readable, the stories Jim tells will certainly make you want to take
to the skies.
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Hurricane
The Last Witnesses
Brian Milton

Contributor Bio
Brian Milton is a journalist and broadcaster, as well as an aero enthusiast and flyer, having flown a
microlight aircraft around the world in 1998. He is the author of Global Flyer.

Summary
The RAF's Battle of Britain Memorial Flight comprises three main aircraft—the Spitfire, the Lancaster,
and the Hurricane. The Lancaster played no part in the Battle of Britain and the Spitfire is the
airplane many people most associate with the RAF during World War II, but the Hurricane is the hero
that won the Battle of Britain. The RAF's first monoplane fighter aircraft, the Hurricane entered
service before the Spitfire and was responsible for destroying more enemy aircraft during the Battle
of Britain than any other type. Around 60% of claimed "kills" fell to the guns of Hurricane pilots and
the only Battle of Britain Victoria Cross. In a dogfight on August 16, 1940, Nicolson was badly
wounded, his Hurricane damaged and engulfed in flames. While attempting to leave the cockpit,
Nicolson spotted one of the enemy Messerschmitts ahead. He returned to the cockpit, which by now
was a blazing inferno, and engaged the enemy. The stories of the Hurricane pilots form the basis of
Brian Milton's riveting new book. Having tracked down the few surviving former Hurricane pilots who
flew the ai...
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Harrier
Jonathan Glancey

9780719815409
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Model Planes
Aerofoils and Wings
Martyn Pressnell

Contributor Bio
Martyn Pressnell is a former model designer and former airframe structures engineer.

Summary
A guide to the aerodynamic principles of flying model planes

Model flying is a skillful and diverse hobby and a recognized international sport. The broad principles
of flight as applied in full-size aviation are equally important to flying models, but are not always
recognized or understood by aeromodelers. This book explains the aerodynamic principles of the
"aerofoil" and the way that wings produce lift, which is essential to establishing flight. It includes 48
sheets of aerofoils, drawn for the direct use of aeromodelers, and a detailed method of plotting
these on a home computer is given, using Excel or a similar platform. Written by a distinguished
aerospace engineer with a passion for modeling, this comprehensive volume is perfect for
enthusiastic aeromodelers looking to hone their craft.
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Comet
Bruce Hales-Dutton

Contributor Bio
Bruce Hales-Dutton is an aviation journalist who has written many books and articles for aviation
magazines.

Summary
A limited edition hardcover book with a DVD documentary, The Comet, featuring archive footage of
the aircraft in action and interviews with the people who flew it
The world’s first jet airliner flew for the first time barely four years after the end of World War II, and
it was a sensation. It revolutionized commercial air travel. It was the fastest airliner in the world and
it inspired a post-war public with its pioneering jet engines and sleek design. Packed with rare and
unseen images and memorabilia, this delves into an amazing aircraft from the dark days of World
War II when it was conceived by Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, through its design and manufacture and
introduction to service with British Overseas Airways Corporation amid cheering and flag waving. It
covers in-depth the tragic Comet crashes, the exhaustive work done on solving the crash mysteries,
and its successful reincarnation, both for civil airlines and for the military, as the Comet 4 and
eventually the RAF’s Nimrod, the ultimate and final variant of the Comet design. This book also gives
the reader a flavor of the e...

9781847977762

Pub Date: 4/1/15
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Designing and Building a Miniature Aero-Engine
Chris Turner

Contributor Bio
Chris Turner has worked as a draughtsman in private industry, a chief engineer for the design and
development of special purpose machinery, and has taught technical studies and art.

Summary
Aimed at home metalworkers, engineers, hobbyists aero-engine builders, and airplane enthusiasts,
this guide offers instructions on how to build a miniature aero-engine

Designing and building a miniature aero-engine is an exciting and rewarding task. Whether a
professional engineer or an amateur looking to build an engine to fly your model airplane, this book
will safely guide you through all the stages of designing and constructing an aero-engine at home.
With practical advice and detailed diagrams throughout, the book includes information on the
machine tools, materials, and accessories required, and details on designing the engine, including a
focus on proportion, valve timing, and engine balancing. There is also information on the
manufacture of carburetors, assembly, and setting up, as well as how to choose an aircraft for a
home-designed miniature engine.
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Gatwick Airport
The First Fifty Years
Charles Woodley

9780752490021

Pub Date: 6/1/14

$29.95

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002000

9.5 in W | 9 in H | 1.8 lb Wt

View from the Cockpit
Flying Military Aircraft
Tim McLelland

Contributor Bio
Tim McLelland is an author specializing in military aerospace subjects. A contributor to many leading
aerospace magazines, he has visited military establishments around the world, gaining access to a
number of operational and training units. His previous titles include Harrier and Hawker Hunter.

Summary
Describing the sights, sounds, smells, and what it is really like to fly in a wide range of military
aircraft

Reviving a feature of old aviation magazines, this book's detailed accounts give the reader an
opportunity to place him or herself in the cockpit, sharing the what it is really like to sit inside a
warplane. Few civilians and these days few journalists get the chance to fly in a combat aircraft; the
author has been lucky enough to experience flying in a wide range of military planes ranging from
the Chipmunk and Bulldog to huge multi-engine craft, front-line combat aircraft, such as the Jaguar,
Phantom, Harrier, Buccaneer, Hawk, Hornet, and Tornado, and with the "Blue Angels" and Red Arrows.
Combining narrative, interviews, and first-hand descriptions of handling aircraft—including each craft's
quirks and vices, this book offers a unique insight into military flying.
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180 Pages
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Concorde
A Photographic Tribute
Adrian Meredith, Mike Bannister

Contributor Bio
Adrian Meredith has worked as a photographer in the aviation industry for 30 years. Mike Bannister
is the chief Concorde captain.

Summary
A decade after the Concorde's final flight, readers revisit one of the world's most famous aircrafts
The Concorde can surely claim to be the world's favorite aircraft with its sleek lines and glamorous
design that made it an icon recognized all over the world. Traveling at twice the speed of sound at
60,000 feet, to fly the Concorde was the dream of many and the regular pastime of the lucky few.
The rich and famous graced its all-first-class cabins. Photographer Adrian Meredith spent many years
photographing the Concorde from every conceivable angle. Here he has collated his artwork for the
first time, to present a full color tribute to this remarkable and memorable aircraft. Including
information and photos from behind the scenes as well as significant milestones and detail on the
passengers and personalities on board, this is a unique and beautiful photographic tribute.

9780752479729

Pub Date: 1/1/14

$33.95

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Airwork
A History
Keith McCloskey

Contributor Bio
Keith McCloskey is an export trader with a lifelong passion for aviation and its history. His father was
a pilot for Aer Lingus and his mother an air stewardess, also with Aer Lingus. Keith has previously
written Glasgow's Airport and Edinburgh Airport. In his working life he met many people who had
worked for Airwork, especially in Africa and the Middle East, and was inspired to write a history of this
hugely influential company.

Summary
Airwork Ltd/Airwork Services, now owned by VT group plc, has a long and distinguished history. It
played an important role in defense support services to the RAF, Fleet Air Arm and overseas air
forces, as well as in the development of civil aviation. Created at Heston in 1928, it maintained
Whitley bombers and de Havilland Tiger Moths in the 1930s and established the precursors of the
postWW2 airlines of Egypt, India, and Rhodesia. Postwar it was the first airline to be awarded a troop
flying contract and expanded into civil aviation, developing flights to Africa and the US. The main
independent airline in the 1950s, it became part of British United Airways in 1960, also establishing
many airlines around the world, including Deutsche Flugdienst (Condor), MisrAirwork (Egyptair), and
the Sudanese National Airline. Here Keith McCloskey presents the first history of this important
airline and reveals its impact on aviation history.
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256 Pages
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TRA002010

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

BAC One-Eleven
The Whole Story
Stephen Skinner

Contributor Bio
Stephen Skinner is an avid aviation enthusiast, and has been since he watched the maiden flight of
the BAC One-Eleven in 1963. He has written numerous articles and books on aviation, and he
regularly reviews titles on behalf of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

Summary
One of the bestselling aircraft of British civil aviation, the BAC 1-11 took to the skies for the first
time in August 1963, with an order book for 60 aircraft. More than half the orders were from the
United States, an unprecedented situation for a British civil aircraft. The only aircraft wholly designed
and built by BAC, it remained in production throughout the entire 17-year history of the organization,
performing strongly even when profits were at a low. After flying commercially for the last time in
March 2002, here the 1-11 is celebrated in style 50 years after its maiden flight. Skinner combines
original research with a multitude of images and detailed appendices to consider what transpired in
those five decades and the place the 1-11 holds in British aviation history.

9780752482828

Pub Date: 10/25/12

$18.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Story series

7.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

The B-52 Story
Martin W. Bowman

Contributor Bio
Martin W. Bowman is the author of more than 80 books on military and commercial aviation,
including The Hercules Story and The Hunter Story.

Summary
The story of one of the world's most famous aircrafts and the finest bomber of the post-war era

The B-52 first flew on April 15, 1952. During the Cold War, Strategic Air Command's fleet of B-52s
were at a moment's readiness to make a one-way trip to targets in the Soviet Union and the road to
perdition, or destruction. SAC's motto was "Peace Is Our Profession," although General Curtis E.
LeMay maintained they were already "at war." The B-52 symbolized America's nuclear defense
posture in the Cold War with the Soviet Union. Dr. Strangelove appeared in 1963, a searing black
comedy featuring B-52s in the leading role; and who can ever forget Slim Pickens astride a nuclear
bomb rodeo fashion as it descends from the bomb bay of a B-52? The B-52 has been upgraded
many times and has assumed several new roles. Apart from the formidable threat it provided during
the Cold War, it has played a significant part in all U.S. overseas military operations since Vietnam.
The more recent include Desert Storm in 1991, the Balkan Conflict, Afghanistan, and the liberation
of Iraq. The B-52 is still in ser...
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Pub Date: 10/10/12
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Hardcover

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 32
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1.5 lb Wt

The Miles M.52
Gateway to Supersonic Flight
Captain Eric Brown, Dennis Bancroft

Contributor Bio
Captain Eric Brown, CBE, DSC, AFC, QCUSA, RN, is a former Royal Navy officer and test pilot who is
listed in the Guinness Book of World Records as holding the record for flying the greatest number of
different aircraft. His other books include Wings on My Sleeve, Wings of the Luftwaffe, and Wings of the
Weird & Wonderful. Dennis Bancroft C.Eng MRAeS, was the Miles chief aerodynamicist. They are
among the last surviving members of the M.52 development team.

Summary
From an aviation legend comes the only personal account of the development of the M.52 and the
mystery behind its cancelation

In December 1943, a top-secret contract (E.24/43) was awarded to Miles Aircraft. The contract was to
build the world's first supersonic jet capable of 1,000 mph. The only reliable source of data on
supersonic objects came from the Armament Research Department and their wind tunnel tests on
ammunition. From this, Miles developed an exceptionally thin-winged, bullet-shaped aircraft. The
research was inexplicably passed to the Americans in 1944 and by December 1945, one prototype
was virtually complete. The second, destined for an attempt at the sound barrier was 80% complete.
In February 1946, Captain Eric Brown was confirmed as the test pilot and October 1946 was set for
the supersonic trials. However, on February 12, 1946, Miles were ordered to stop production. No
plausible explanation was given for the cancelation when Britain was within six months of breaking
the sound barrier. Eric Brown and others directly involved including Dennis Bancroft, the Chief Aerod...

9780615539379

Pub Date: 8/24/12

$49.95

Hardcover

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

11 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.9 in T

| 2.7 lb Wt

Skygirls
A Photographic History of the Airline Stewardess
Bruce McAllister, Stephan Wilkinson

Contributor Bio
Bruce McAllister is a writer, photographer, publisher, and pilot with more than 5,100 hours of flight
time. He is the author of DC-3, Wings Above the Arctic, and Wings Over the Alaska Highway. He lives in
Boulder, Colorado. Stephan Wilkinson is a freelance aviation writer. He lives in Cornwall-on-Hudson,
New York.

Summary
A high-flying tribute to the lives, careers, and legacies of stewardesses, this book answers questions
and debunks misconceptions about the first ladies of the sky—from the first days of flight to today's
mammoth Airbus 380s. Featuring more than 200 photographs, which document the early days of the
job when stewardesses were registered nurses and had to fit certain height and weight criteria, this
work showcases how airlines have changed their concept of service over the years. By weaving
historical images and documents with firsthand experiences, this book stands as a testament to the
immense and lasting influence that stewardesses have had on the world's airlines.
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9780752464671

Pub Date: 7/1/12

$45.00

Hardcover

216 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

10 in W | 9 in H | 1 lb Wt

Lancaster
Reaping the Whirlwind
Martin W. Bowman

9780752460550

Pub Date: 6/1/12

$32.95

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.7 lb Wt

British Flying Boats
Peter London

Contributor Bio
Peter London has written six books on aviation history and contributes to the magazines
Aeromilitaria, Aeroplane Monthly, Air-Britain Digest, Air Enthusiast, Air International, Air Pictorial, FlyPast,
and Propliner. He is a former senior manager with British Aerospace.

Summary
All makes and models of this unique form of aircraft with the ability to operate from sea, river, and
land
More than 100 types of British flying boats were built during a 40-year period from the days of the
pioneer airmen to the advent of the jet engine, and this history covers all of them. Early attempts at
flying from water were sometimes fraught, but during World War I the practical military flying boat
was steadily developed, serving with the Royal Naval Air Service as an important component in the
campaigns waged against the naval forces of Imperial Germany—particularly her U-Boats. The
interwar period witnessed the growth in prominence of civil flying boats as commercial air routes
became established worldwide. Light civilian flying boats were produced for use by private owners and
modest operators, while the military flying boats of the RAF were many and varied. During World War
II the flying boat defended Britain's sea routes around the globe with great success, and British
examples were also employed by many of the Allied nations. Yet after the war, the type faded from
wide...
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9780752464718

Pub Date: 6/1/12

$34.95

Hardcover

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 2.1 lb Wt

Military, Naval and Civil Airships Since 1783
The History and the Development of the Dirigible Airship in Peace and War
Daniel George Ridley-Kitts

Contributor Bio
Daniel George Ridley-Kitts served in the Royal Air Force and worked in the aviation industry, as an
architectural/engineering draughtsman, and in the North Sea oil industry.

Summary
A comprehensive history of the development of the airship, appealing to the enthusiast and
general reader alike
Tracing the development of the airship, this book relates the struggles of the early pioneers, from
the Montgolfier brothers, and the parallel of the hydrogen balloon. Throughout the 19th century,
"Aeronauts" learned the skill of aerial navigation, making lost distance flights in an unfamiliar
element. Attempts were made to control the direction of flight, first by the use of steam, then by
utilizing electrical power, and finally the petrol engine. From 1900, Count Zeppelin developed the
rigid airship from a faltering experimental craft into a potent war weapon. Between the wars it
appeared that the giant passenger-carrying airships offered the solution to long distance air travel,
but this dream proved illusory. In the present age, airships are again being considered for new uses
including airborne military command posts and geostationary unmanned "Aerostats" harvesting the
power of the "Jetstream" to provide an umlimited supply of electrical power for the planet.

9780752467337

Pub Date: 5/1/12

$29.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Bristol Brabazon
Graham M. Simons

Contributor Bio
Graham M. Simons is an aviation writer and historian. His titles include Concorde Conspiracy, Mosquito:
The Original Multi-Role Combat Aircraft, and Valkyrie: The North American XB-70.

Summary
A pictorial history of the futuristic Bristol Brabazon using original manufacturer’s illustrations and
photographs

The Brabazon—the name evokes the immediate post-war optimism of civil aviation. The giant
airliner was built by Bristol Aircraft in 1949 to fly transatlantic routes from the UK to the United
States. However, the plane proved to be a commercial failure when airlines felt that it was too large
and expensive to be useful. Large and luxurious, it carried only 60-80 passengers, and had a range
of 5,000 miles, a 225 foot wing span, and eight engines buried in the wings. Now, with previously
unpublished material and illustrations from the original Bristol Brabazon sales brochure among other
sources, the Brabazon's 1930s-style elegance is displayed once again, celebrating its design,
construction, and sheer luxury—a fitting outcome for such a paragon of post-war optimism and an
aircraft still considered by many to be the foremost in propeller-driven civil aviation.
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Aviation
PA Photos

Contributor Bio
Ammonite Press is a unique independent publisher of high-quality, picture-led books. PA Photos is
the photography arm of the PA Group, which also owns the The Press Association, the UK’s national
news agency. Established in the late 19th century, the PA has been capturing editorial photography
for 140 years.

Summary
A sweeping history of manned flight, told through photographs

From the first powered, heavier-than-air flight by the Wright brothers in 1903 to wartime
reconnaissance, ground attacks and aerial "dogfights", the photos in this book capture many
pioneering moments of manned flight. From the rise and demise of the giant airships to Lindbergh’s
transatlantic flight, the introduction of the first jet aircraft, and the post war boom in private and
commercial aviation, pictures reveal that while it became the norm for vacationers to jet around the
world in airliners, the pioneering days of aviation are far from over: adventurers still launch
themselves off hilltops on hang gliders or fly balloons around the world, while aircraft can now take
pilots to the edge of space.

9780752462691

Pub Date: 1/1/12

$14.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Story series

7.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

The Hornet Story
Tony Holmes

Contributor Bio
Tony Holmes is an aviation expert whose books include Jane's Vintage Aircraft Recognition Guide, Jane's
U.S. Military Aircraft Recognition Guide, and Warbird Legends.

Summary
The story of the revolutionary strike-fighter which has been at the forefront of American air
combat for nearly three decades
From failed Air Force fighter to the Navy's "universal soldier," this history chronicles the evolution of
the Hornet. Built to replace both the A-7 Corsair II light attack aircraft and the F-4 Phantom II fighter
in Navy service, the F/A-18 evolved from Northrop's YF-17 in the late 1970s. Production aircraft
reached the Navy in May 1980, with the Marine Corps receiving Hornets two years later. More than
800 examples would eventually be built for American service, with a further 500 aircraft being sold to
seven export customers. Earning its battle spurs in April 1986 flying strike missions against Libya
from U.S. carriers in the Mediterranean, the Hornet would subsequently participate in Operation
Desert Storm five years later and the various "policing" operations in Iraq and the Balkans that
followed. Still very much in frontline use with the Navy and Marine Corps today, the "legacy" Hornet,
as all non-Super Hornet variants have been dubbed, provides the backbo...
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6.5 in W | 10 in H | 1 lb Wt

Cardiff Airport at Rhoose
70 Years of Aviation History
Geoff Jones

Contributor Bio
Geoff Jones was born and bred close to Rhoose Airport and later learned to fly there. Now running a
civil engineering company in Guernsey, his family still lives close to the airport and he is a frequent
visitor. Geoff regularly writes and provides photographs for aviation magazines around the world and
has some 14 books to his name.

Summary
Cardiff Airport began life as wartime satellite airfield RAF Rhoose, officially opening on April 7, 1942,
and has grown to become one of the UK’s major civil airports. Home of Cambrian Airways and used
by a varied mix of international airlines, the airport has been continually upgraded since civilian
flying began in 1952. Aircraft maintenance has always been a vital part of the airport’s activity and
BAMC is one of the largest buildings in South Wales and can accommodate four Boeing 747 ‘jumbo
jets’ at one time. It is not only aircraft that comprise this airport’s lively history; many people have
shaped it including workers, travelers and even rugby celebrities. The supporters' "air lifts" to and
from matches are legendary. 2012 is the 70th anniversary of the first operations at this sleepy Vale
of Glamorgan airfield. Little did those wartime pilots realize that one day their "satellite airfield"
would resound to the sounds of Concorde, Jumbo Jets and every contemporary aircraft imaginable.

9780752465838

Pub Date: 1/1/12

$27.95

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 1 lb Wt

Time Flies
The Heathrow Story
Alan Gallop

Contributor Bio
Alan Gallop worked at Heathrow as a reporter with a national news agency from 1966 to 1978,
covering every conceivable type of story for the international media. He was one of the team that
launched the airport newspaper, Skyport. Since the early 1980s he has represented a number of
Heathrow-based airlines in a public relations capacity as well as writing promotional books for
international airports in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East.

Summary
On January 1, 1946 a handful of staff at London’s new peace-time airport, Heathrow, prepared to
handle its first commercial flight in a converted Lancaster bomber, carrying 10 passengers and some
newly demobbed RAF pilots, radio officers, and flight engineers on an epic journey to South America.
Sixty-five years, over 14 million flights and 1.4 billion passengers later, Heathrow—with a staff of
around 50,000 people—recently saw its controversial fifth passenger terminal weather a rocky start
and find its feet as an integral part of this ever-expanding airport. Time Flies is a fascinating history
of Heathrow from its pioneering first days in bruised and battered postwar West London, right up to
its present. Bringing together Heathrow’s human and commercial histories and using first-hand
stories from each decade of the airport’s operations, this is a balanced and entertaining look at the
triumphs, tribulations, and controversies that made Heathrow what it is today.
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| 1.1 lb Wt

Early Aviation Disasters
The World's Major Airliner Crashes before 1950
David Gero

Contributor Bio
David Gero has more than 30 years experience as a writer and magazine editor and has worked in
television production for more than 25 years. He appeared as a consultant in a Discovery Channel
program on aviation accidents and is the author of Aviation Disasters.

Summary
A prequel to the successful Aviation Disasters, covering crashes prior to 1950
Using the same format as its predecessor, this book examines major aviation catastrophes that
occurred in the early days of commercial flight, prior to 1950. Long before the days of wide-bodied
jets and supersonic travel, two, three, and four-engine airplanes; flying boats; and airships made
their way over land and sea, connecting cities, countries, and continents in what was a then
revolutionary mode of transport. Some of these flights ended in tragedy, and these catastrophes are
thoroughly reviewed in this illustrated book. The book recounts the Hindenburg disaster in 1937, the
disastrous mid-air collision between an airliner and a fighter aircraft over Washington DC in 1949,
and the loss of the British Star Tiger and Star Ariel transports, less than one year apart. Many other
less well-known and even forgotten disasters are also covered in this fascinating new volume.

9780752458793

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$19.95

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 45

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.5 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Sky Sailors
The Story of the World's Airshipmen
Ces Mowthorpe

Contributor Bio
Ces Mowthorpe was the author of Battlebags: British Airships of the First World War and an active
member of Cross and Cockade, the society of World War I aviation historians.

Summary
The stories of the men who pioneered a mode of air transport that today is virtually forgotten
features first-hand accounts by airshipmen from England, Germany, Italy, and the United States
During the period 1890 to 1910, airshipmen greatly outnumbered airplane pioneers, but aircraft
innovations, two World Wars, and airship disasters brought the time of the airship to an end. The
exploits of these intrepid men are placed on record in this account beginning in 1890s Paris, moving
on to examine the blimps and zeppelins of World War I, interwar developments, America's use of
massive airships to carry aircraft and smaller airships for anti-submarine patrols in the Atlantic and
Pacific during World War II, civilian operators, and the fatal disasters of the Hindenberg, R101, and
Shenandoah. This fascinating and fully illustrated study will inspire and appeal to all with an interest in
aviation history.
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Flying Boats of the Empire
The Rise and Fall of the Ships of the Sky
Richard Knott

Contributor Bio
Richard Knott is a former actor and educationalist who now researches and writes on twentieth-
century history. He has previously written on subjects as varied as cricket, poetry, and the teaching of
English.

Summary
This is a fascinating account of the age of Empire flying boats, whose story began in July 1936 with a
reassuringly trouble-free test flight on Kent’s River Medway. Within ten years, however, this last word
in luxury was to become redundant, spurned by the post-war age. The story is a dramatic and
human one. It tells of slow, meandering flights across the Empire, swooping down on sun-warmed
stretches of water for luncheon and tea. But it also describes misadventure and disaster, with flying
boats crashing with unnerving regularity. The characters involved in the Empire’s story demonstrate
its breadth, they include: Winston Churchill; Terence Rattigan (the playwright); Sir John Reith (who
chaired both the BBC and Imperial Airways); Don Bennett (the wartime Pathfinder); and the doomed
Duke of Kent. The Empire’s magnificent military sibling, the Sunderland, is also featured and the
book illuminates some less well known areas of the war, for example, the Norwegian campaign of
1940 and Australia’s "Pearl Harbor." Extensively researched—drawing on personal letters and diaries,
government p...

9780752453002

Pub Date: 1/1/11

$24.95

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 32
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TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.4 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Heathrow Airport: North Side
The First 25 Years
Charles Woodley

Contributor Bio
Charles Woodley is a successful aviation author as well as a busy travel agent, who has previously
written BOAC: A History and Scotland’s Airlines.

Summary
Covering the early history of Heathrow Airport, Charles Woodley examines the development of
London Airport's North Side. Filling a gap in aviation history, the book covers the north side up to its
final closure in 1970 when flights transferred to the South Side terminal. Illustrated with a wealth of
archive photographs and much nostalgic appeal, the book remembers many of the favorite aircraft
to fly from Heathrow over the years, including Stratocruisers, Comets, and Constellations, and
recounts a multitude of memories from airport and airline workers over the years. This affectionate
book recalls days gone by and will appeal not only to "propliner" aircraft enthusiasts but also to
anyone who had an association with the airport, looking at the early years through the eyes of those
who worked there.
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9780752456836

Pub Date: 12/1/10

$29.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 30
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6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.6 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

R101
A Pictorial History
Nick Le Neve Walmsley

Contributor Bio
Nick le Neve Walmsley edited the internationally respected Dirigible, the house magazine of the
Airship Heritage Trust, for many years. He is an acknowledged expert in lighter-than-air travel,
having acted as a technical adviser on the subject for the BBC, Anglia TV, and Channel 4.

Summary
At the time of her construction in the late 1920s, His Majesty's Airship R101 was the largest flying
object ever made—as big and luxurious as an ocean liner, a Titanic of the skies designed to link the
far-flung corners of the British Empire within days. As Britain recovered from the horrors of the
trenches, R101's graceful lines, vast size, and luxurious accommodation came to represent the
supreme self-confidence and hopes of a nation. But that unclouded vision was fatally colored by
personal ambition, heroism, weakness, and political intrigue that touched many lives and reached a
terrible climax on a storm-lashed hillside in France in the early hours of October 5, 1930. This book
is the first to tell her story through contemporary photographs and actual material used during her
construction. By returning to original sources, Nick Walmsley challenges the long-held view that R101
was a bad aircraft built by careless people. Atmospherically capturing the heady days of the 1920s,
R101: A Pictorial History has wide appeal to aviation enthusiasts, social historians, and anyone
fascinated...

9780752457871

Pub Date: 10/1/10

$23.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 20
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6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.6 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

Glamour in the Skies
The Golden Age of the Air Stewardess
Libbie Escolme-Schmidt

Contributor Bio
Libbie Escolme-Schmidt has had a multifaceted career. Awarded the Order of Australia for her
commitment to developing people in Australia, she started out as a teacher in Papua New Guinea.
She then joined BA, where she was promoted from In Flight service to the training and management
division. She has been nominated for various awards, including the BHP Pursuit of Excellence and
New Woman's 100 most spirited women of Australia.

Summary
Ex-hostess Libbie Escolme-Schmidt has lovingly compiled many hundreds of memories to present
the ultimate history of the British Airways air hostess. Collating a multitude of stories from the forties
and fifties through to what is often agreed to be the end of the golden age in 1980, this is an
important record of the contribution made by women to airline history. During this period flying
evolved from a potentially dangerous adventure to a remarkably safe and comfortable means of
international travel, and through it all the air hostesses were there. Their experiences range from
administering oxygen to passengers flying over the Andes to serving French champagne on
Concorde, and the anecdotes are full of humor as they cover training, first flights, sexual
discrimination and harassment, disasters, passengers, glamorous stopovers, and other temptations.
This illustrated book presents the changing times in air travel through the eyes of the stewardess
and offers the perfect tribute to the girls who walked the skies.
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Transatlantic Airships
An Illustrated History
John Christopher

Contributor Bio
John Christopher is a professional balloon pilot and a director of Airship Initiatives, a consultancy
service with the primary aim of putting airships to work. He has written for Air & Space magazine and
Airsports International. He is the former editor of the Aerostat journal of the British Balloon & Airship
Club and Airship, the journal of the Airship Association.

Summary
In Transatlantic Airships, John Christopher recounts the fascinating story of the lighter-than-air "pond
hoppers" from the earliest schemes and bold pioneering flights, including the triumphant double-
crossing by the R34. The book goes on to describe the rise of the Zeppelins and the ambitious
British scheme to connect its far-flung Empire, the U.S. Navy's lighter-than-air craft, and the
incredible post-war proposals for colossal atomic-powered leviathans. It is a story of fantastic
visionaries, incredible flying machines, great moments of triumph and, ultimately, of spectacular
disaster.

9780752453620

Pub Date: 4/1/10

$28.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 30
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| 0.8 lb Wt

Silver City Airways
Pioneers of the Skies
Keith Dagwell

Contributor Bio
Keith Dagwell is the chairman of the Silver City Association and the current owener of Silver City
Airways.

Summary
Silver City Airways rose from obscure beginnings to pioneer and become world famous for its cross-
Channel car ferry service. When the only alternative was a slow sea crossing, Silver City became the
carrier of choice for business people and the celebrities of their day who wanted to take their vehicles
across the Channel. Everyone who was anyone, from the Prime Minister to royalty, flew Silver City.
Based in Kent on the Dungeness Peninsular, and eventually expanding to Southampton, in its
hey-day the airline ran 240 flights a day. Silver City Airways achieved far more than the car ferry
service, however, and the extraordinary airline has a fascinating history. From playing a part in the
Berlin Airlift to freighting racehorses, and from running scheduled passenger flights around the
country to breaking speed records across the Atlantic and flying Dakotas in the Libyan desert, this
book follows its story.
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DC-3
A Legend in Her Time: A 75th Anniversary Photographic Tribute
Bruce McAllister

Contributor Bio
Bruce McAllister is a writer, photographer, publisher, and pilot with more than 5,100 hours of flight
time. His previous works include Vagabonds of the Sky, Wings Above the Arctic, Wings Across America,
Wings Over Denali, Wings Over The Alaska Highway, and Wings Over The Yukon. He lives in Boulder,
Colorado.

Summary
Documenting the legacy of this beloved aircraft, this comprehensive photographic history celebrates
the 75th anniversary of the DC-3. First appearing during the golden age of aviation in the 1930s, the
versatile Douglas DC-3 has been used in numerous situations from the Berlin Airlift to Vietnam and
has outlasted every other commercial aircraft in the world. Offering insight into why the DC-3 has
outlived its contemporaries, this homage also discusses what role this aircraft plays today, such as
how updated turboprop versions are used in polar research missions, firefighting, and military
operations.

9780752450827

Pub Date: 8/1/09

$17.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 5
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0.6 lb Wt

The Hunter Story
Martin W. Bowman

Contributor Bio
Martin W. Bowman is the author of 76 books on military and commercial aviation as well as
photographic books on a variety of subjects. He has participated in German and USAFE air/land and
night air/drop missions on C-160 and C-130 Hercules aircraft, and has flown in B-17 Flying
Fortresses, the Lancaster. and a B-52 Stratofortress. He is a frequent contributor of photographs and
articles for Flight International, Rolls-Royce Magazine, and Aeroplane Monthly. In 1999 he became an
official researcher for DERA.

Summary
One of the world’s greatest aircraft, for three decades pilots enthused about the Hunter and its
smooth lines, Rolls- Royce Avon engine, outstanding handling characteristics, and lively
performance. Designed by Sir Sydney Camm, the genius behind the Hurricane, work on the Hunter
commenced late in 1948, but the post-war economic situation in Britain delayed its first flight until
July 20, 1951. In September 1953, Neville Duke piloted a Hunter to shatter the world speed record.
This book traces the history of the Hunter across RAF and worldwide service, from design and
development to the glory days and the unforgettable aerobatic displays with the Black Knights, Black
Arrows, and Blue Diamonds. A real pilot’s airplane, the Hunter reigned supreme for 50 years, with the
last example retired in July 2001.
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Kent Aviation
A Century of Flight
Roy Humphreys

Contributor Bio
Roy Humphreys was the author of Hellfire Corner and To Stop a Rising Sun as well as a founding
member and chairman of the Kent Aviation Historical Research Society.

Summary
Using more than 300 photographs, Roy Humphreys tells the story of civil and military aviation in
Kent. From the excitement and glamour of early pioneers on the Isle of Sheppey, to the RFC and
RNAS (the fledgling RAF) in World War I, from the "golden age" of flying in the 1920s and 1930s
(when flying for pleasure became a reality) to the airfields of World War II, and to date—all these
facets of aviation history are captured. Carefully selected pictures and detailed informative captions
should interest anyone who knows and loves the county of Kent, as well as aviation enthusiasts.

9780752449166

Pub Date: 6/1/09

$32.95
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160 Pages
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Fairey Rotodyne
David Gibbings

Contributor Bio
David Gibbings is a retired RAF navigator and flight test engineer for helicopters and aircraft. He
worked on the rotodyne and with Westland, retiring as Chief Flight Test Engineer. Awarded the Kelly
Johnson award for outstanding achievement in his field by the Society of Flight Test Engineers, he
was the first recipient for the award outside the U.S. A qualified private pilot, David lives in Somerset
where he now writes articles and gives lectures.

Summary
Fairey’s Rotodyne (a British compound autogyro intended for commercial and military applications)
was considered to be one of the iconic projects of the 1950 and 1960s and a bright future was
planned for the aircraft. Widely believed to be a revolutionary design, it was cheap, fast, and capable
of vertical take-off and landing in a small space. An aircraft ahead of its time, there has been little
published on the Rotodyne. This book, by Rotodyne expert David Gibbings, seeks to fill a gap in
aviation literature and offers a long-awaited full, illustrated, and in-depth history of the Rotodyne,
many of whose features are still valued by organisztions such as NASA, highly in demand and used
to this day.
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Historical Dictionary of Aviation
From Earliest Times to Present Day
David Wragg

Contributor Bio
David Wragg has written more than twenty books on aviation and naval history, including Royal Navy
Handbook 1939-45 (2005), Fleet Air Arm Handbook 1939-45 (2001 and 2003) and Bombers (1999).
He lives in Edinburgh, Scotland.

Summary
Aviation expert David Wragg has written the definitive reference work on the history of aviation.
International in scope, the dictionary has more than 4,000 entries, covering all aspects of aviation
terminology, past and present. It defines terms specific to both military and civil aviation and
includes proper names of civil and military aircraft, airlines, air forces, manufacturers, and
periodicals. Historical Dictionary of Aviation provides a quick and easy reference for the aviation
enthusiast and professional, but also those, such as journalists, politicians, and civil servants, who
need to understand key aviation concepts quickly.

9780750944854

Pub Date: 2/1/09

$19.95

Hardcover

128 Pages
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1 lb Wt

The Boeing 747 Story
Peter R. March

Summary
The Boeing 747, more commonly known as the Jumbo Jet, is probably the most recognized of all
modern airliners, and for many years it was the largest passenger airliner in service. In this study
Peter March describes the Jumbo Jet’s development and its service history with the world’s airlines.
He includes a wide range of interesting facts and figures about an aircraft that has become one of
the most recognizable icons of modern air travel.
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Scotland's Airlines
Charles Woodley

Summary
Scotland's Airlines have always struggled to provide services to a relatively sparse population spread
over a large area, and have had to supply links to large cities, isolated highlands, and numerous
diminutive islands. This illustrated history tells the story of the independent airlines servicing
Scotland, from the pre-war pioneers to BEA and Loganair in the post-war period, and covers the many
airlines to operate from Scottish airports with varying degrees of success. Including oil-related
charters, the Scottish air ambulance, as well as companies based elsewhere but constituting major
carriers in Scotland, this in-depth history offers a tribute to the many companies and individuals
involved in the development of air travel throughout Scotland.

9780752445106

Pub Date: 8/1/08

$38.95
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Airfields and Landing Grounds of Wales: North
Ivor Jones

Summary
This study covers the location, history, and fate of the many landing grounds, airfields and airports
in north Wales. This informative book covers RAF Towyn, Broomhill, Hell's Mouth, RAF Valley, RAF
Mona, cubstrip at Denbigh, RAF Sealand, RAF Poulton, and RAF Wrexham, and comprises a mixture
of informative text, history, anecdotes, and maps, along with a wealth of archive aerial shots and
photographs.
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Trident
A History
Frank McKim

Summary
This book presents a general history of the Trident aircraft charting its evolution, experience with
airlines, and subsequent withdrawal. Trident was the world's first tri-jet and the first civilian aircraft
certified to be able to land automatically in Cat B conditions. This illustrated history explains its
beginnings, detail its layout and features, discuss new variants, the impact of BEA on Trident, and its
role variously in connection with Kuwait Airways, Iraqi Airways, Pakistan, Air Ceylon, BKS Air Transport,
Channel Airways, Cyprus Airways, China, and Zaire. The appendices include a production list and
specifications. Notoriously, in 1972, 118 people were killed when a BEA Trident airliner ploughed into
waste ground on the outskirts of Heathrow Airport. The book is written with the assistance of Neil
Lomax of the Trident Preservation Society in Manchester and includes pictures of their recent Trident
restoration project.

9780977897100

Pub Date: 4/28/08

$14.95
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TRA002010

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.7 in T | 1

lb Wt

35 Miles from Shore
The Ditching and Rescue of ALM Flight 980
Emilio Corsetti III

Contributor Bio
Emilio Corsetti III is a professional pilot and author whose work has appeared in publications such
as the Chicago Tribune, Multimedia Producer, and Professional Pilot magazine. He lives in Lake St. Louis,
Missouri.

Summary
On May 2, 1970, a DC-9 jet with 57 passengers and a crew of six departed from New York’s JFK
International Airport en route to the tropical island of St. Maarten, but four hours and 34 minutes
later the flight ended in the shark-infested waters of the Caribbean. It was, and remains, the only
open-water ditching of a commercial jet. The subsequent rescue of survivors took nearly three hours
and involved the coast guard, navy, and marines. This gripping account of that fateful day recounts
what was happening inside the cabin, the cockpit, and the helicopters as the crews struggled against
the weather and dwindling daylight to rescue the survivors, who had only their life vests and a lone
escape chute to keep them afloat.
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Liverpool John Lennon Airport
An Illustrated History
Phil Butler

Summary
From the airport's opening in July 1933 to recent developments, including the official renaming as
Liverpool John Lennon Airport, the opening of the new terminal building and the current expansion
plans that could see an additional five million passengers over the next ten years, this updated,



9780752445113

Pub Date: 1/1/08

$39.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002040

6.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.5 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Contributor Bio
Phil Butler has written a number of avaition articles, including ones for Air Britain Digest. He is the
author of War Prizes: An Illustrated Survey of German, Italian and Japanese Aircraft Brought to Allied
Countries During and After the Second World War. He lives in Cheltenham.

detailed history recounts the story of one of the North West's major airports.

9780752442761

Pub Date: 8/1/07

$39.95

Trade Paperback

264 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.9 in T

| 1.6 lb Wt

Britain's Airlines Volume Two
1951-1964
Guy Halford-Macleod

Contributor Bio
Guy Halford-Macleod works for the curator of air transport at the National Aerospace Museum
inWashington, DC.

Summary
Britain’s original independent airlines left an indelible mark on the industry which is still felt to this
day. They were the first truly low-cost couriers, and they pioneered the concepts of operating at low
costs with targeted marketing, differential prices, and cheap fares. This second volume follows the
history of these innovative airlines in the post-war era. Following a heyday under Labour, the
subsequent Tory governments placed restrictions on independents, bringing about the rise of such
charter companies as Dan Air and Freddie Laker. Focus is also provided on manufacturing aspects of
the industry, and the 1960 Civil Aviation Act and Air Transport Licensing Board, which together gave
way to licensing battles and setbacks.
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9780752437279

Pub Date: 2/1/06

$24.95

Trade Paperback

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

4.9 in W | 7.6 in H | 1.1 in T

| 0.8 lb Wt

R.J. Mitchell
Schooldays to Spitfire
Gordon Mitchell

Summary
This book tells the definitive story of how the Spitfire, Britain's WWII single-seat fighter plane, was
designed, built, and tested, and how close it came to not happening at all.

9781861268181

Pub Date: 1/1/06

$27.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 22

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002050

6.1 in W | 9.1 in H | 0.4 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

You Have Control!
Being a Better Flying Instructor
Claire Louise Hatton

Summary
It is the ambition of many private pilots to become a flying instructor, and it is a very common
component in the career paths of many on their way to a position as a commercial pilot. But
although manuals exist setting out what should be taught and when, this is the first book to look at
how to be a good instructor—one who can prove an asset to his or her school, inspire students, and
keep the bookings coming. Covering every aspect of the job, this book will be required reading for
anyone considering taking up instruction, or any established instructor wishing to hone his or her
professional skills.
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9781845880095

Pub Date: 6/1/05

$35.00

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6 in W | 9.2 in H | 0.8 in T |

0.9 lb Wt

The Baghdad Air Mail
Wing Commander Roderic Hill

Summary
The Baghdad Air Mail is the personal narrative of Wing Commander Roderic Hill's time flying the Air
Route from Cairo to Baghdad. The Air Mail Route was conceived by the British in Cairo in 1921 to
overcome the difficulties of land communication between Palestine, Iraq, and Egypt. Run by the RAF
until 1926 using a number of different planes, the pilots carried both mail and passengers over
inhospitable landscapes, often in perilous conditions. Hill's own experiences detailed in the later
chapters of the book reflect the hazards of air travel for the pilots of this route. He also gives a
fascinating insight into life in the early 20th century for a British airman and provides compelling
descriptions of the landscapes and people he encountered during his time on the job.

9780750939805

Pub Date: 3/1/05

$18.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Story series

Item #: 139490

Hometown: Bristol, UK

7.3 in H | 4.9 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

The Concorde Story
Peter R. March

Contributor Bio
Peter March is an aviation author, photographer and journalist. He is the editor of the RAF and USAF
yearbooks for the RAF Benevolent Fund/Royal International Air Tattoo, a regular contributor to Aircraft
Illustrated Magazine, editor of Ian Allan's yearly abc Military Aircraft, and author of more than 50
books in his own right on aviation subjects. He lives in Bristol.

Summary
Public interest in the Concorde story shows little sign of abating, despite the aircraft having been
retired from airline service in November 2003. With British Airways' Concordes now on public display
at various locations around the world, including examples at Heathrow Airport, Bristol (Filton),
Yeovilton (Fleet Air Arm Museum), Weybridge (Brooklands Museum), Manchester (Museum of
Science and Technology) and the Museum of Flight in Scotland (East Fortune) the time is ripe for a
budget-priced pocket-sized layman's chronological account of the Concorde story that will appeal to
Concorde visitors and Concorde enthusiasts alike. The Concorde Story is an attractive picture-led
account with a short but authoritative text supported by a comprehensive selection of 80 colour and
black and white photographs showing Concorde at all stages of its life. Peter R. March's narrative
covers the background (how it came about, from drawing board to first flight); testing times
(development flying and proving the aircraft); the fight for survival (political and airline problems);
into service (transat...
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9780752429977

Pub Date: 2/1/05

$45.00

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.7 in W | 9.6 in H | 0.9 lb

Wt

The Imperial Airways Fleet List
Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia
John Stroud

Summary
In the early 1920s, British civil aviation was under the control of a myriad of companies, both large
and small, set up immediately after the war. It was realized that this plethora of companies was
doing nothing for the advancement of civil aviation. As a result, Imperial Airways was formed to be
Britain's national airline. From its small beginnings in an office at Victoria station, to the heady days
of the Empire flying boats, Imperial Airways rapidly opened routes throughout the world. John
Stroud's book details for the first time in one source all of the many aircraft that have flown for
Imperial Airways. This includes details of what happened to them and their careers.

9780753507704

Pub Date: 11/1/03

On Sale Date: 6/4/10

$14.95

Trade Paperback

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002040

5 in W | 7.5 in H | 1 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

No Frills
The Truth Behind the Low Cost Revolution in the Skies
Simon Calder

Contributor Bio
Simon Calder is a senior travel correspondent for the Independent, a contributing editor of Conde Nast
Traveller, and a frequent BBC radio and television presenter.

Summary
The rise of new and dynamic low-cost airlines, spearheaded by easyJet, Ryanair, Go, and Buzz, is
currently Europe's biggest business success story. This title analyzes of this unexpected aviation
business phenomenon and investigates the entrepreneurs who took the risks, including easyJet's
Stelios Haji-Ioannou, Ryanair's Michael O'Leary, and Go's Barbara Cassani. Millions of people who
were previously put off air travel on the grounds of expense are now winging their way around Europe
at rock-bottom prices. Answering questions such as But where did it all start? Who came up with the idea
of ticketless booking via the internet? How do these airlines make such profits when seats are so cheap? Is
this the pattern for all future air travel? and Are they safe?, this is the real story of these revolutionary
airlines.
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9780752425849

Pub Date: 9/1/03

$55.00

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Literary Collections  /  Letters

LCO011000

6.8 in W | 9.6 in H | 0.8 in T

| 1.6 lb Wt

Letters of the Wright Brothers
Brian Riddle, Colin Sinnott

Summary
A major addition to the existing literature on the Wright Brothers, this collection contains letters that
were never included in the earlier compilations of Wright brother writings.

9781556524776

Pub Date: 5/1/03

$18.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  History

JNF025200

Series: For Kids series

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

The Wright Brothers for Kids
How They Invented the Airplane, 21 Activities Exploring the Science and History of Flight
Mary Kay Carson

Contributor Bio
Mary Kay Carson is the author of Space, Great Weather Activities, Wow's and Why's of Weather, and The
Creepiest, Scariest, Weirdest Creatures Ever! She lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Summary
This activity book tells the amazing true story of how two bicycle-making brothers from Ohio, with no
more than high-school educations, accomplished a feat that forever changed the world. At a time
when most people still hadn't ridden in an automobile, Wilbur and Orville Wright built the first
powered, heavier-than-air flying machine. Woven throughout the heartwarming story of the two
brothers are activities that highlight their ingenuity and problem-solving abilities as they overcame
many obstacles to achieve controlled flight. The four forces of flight-lift, thrust, gravity, and drag-and
how the Wright brothers mastered them are explained in clear, simple text. Activities include making
a Chinese flying top, building a kite, bird watching, and designing a paper glider, and culminate with
an activity in which readers build a rubber-band-powered flyer. Included are photographs just
released from the Wright brothers' personal collection, along with diagrams and illustrations. The
history of human flight and its pioneers, a time line, and a complete resource section for students
are al...
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9780752427850

Pub Date: 3/1/03

$35.00

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.7 in W | 9.6 in H | 1.2 lb

Wt

British Built Aircraft Volume 2
South West & Central Southern England
Ron Smith

Summary
Second in a series of five volumes about British aircraft, this book provides a complete record of
aircraft construction in South West and Central Southern England. The aim of the series is to record
British aircraft manufacture in nearly all of its manifestations, in the form of a regional survey of the
United Kingdom.

9780752427706

Pub Date: 11/1/02

$39.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.8 in W | 9.7 in H | 0.7 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

British Built Aircraft
Greater London
Ron Smith

Summary
First in a series of five volumes about British aircraft, this book provides a complete record of aircraft
construction in Greater London at famous sites such as Cricklewood, Croydon, Hanworth, Hayes,
Hendon, Heston, Kingston upon Thames, and Stag Lane. The aim of the series is to record British
aircraft manufacture in nearly all of its manifestations, in the form of a regional survey of the United
Kingdom. The scope of this volume extends to all concerns within the Greater London area involved
in the manufacture of complete aircraft since the very first aircraft were flown in Britain.
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9780752427522

Pub Date: 10/1/02

$32.50

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.6 in W | 9.6 in H | 0.5 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Glamorgan Aviation: Eheda
Robert C. Thursby

Summary
This book is a history of aviation in the English county of Glamorgan, from some of the first tentative
flights to modern flying for business and pleasure.

9780752423760

Pub Date: 5/1/02

$29.99

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.8 in W | 9.6 in H | 0.4 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Wight Air Wrecks
A.T. Gilliam

Summary
Although the Isle of Wight, a small island at the southern tip of England, is only around 145 square
miles, it has witnessed the premature demise of over 300 military aircraft. Wight Air Wrecks is the
definitive history of the aircraft that crashed onto the island or into the coastal waters that surround
it. It covers the period from 1913 up to the present day.
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9780963881786

Pub Date: 3/1/02

$39.95

Trade Paperback

228 Pages

Carton Qty: 14

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.9 in T

| 2.5 lb Wt

Wings Above the Arctic
A Photographic History of Arctic Aviation
Bruce McAllister

Summary
WINGS ABOVE THE ARCTIC is the first comprehensive photographic history of arctic aviation. Author
Bruce McAllister has interviewed many veteran arctic pilots, some in their nineties, and gathered
photographs from dozens of sources around the world. There are chapters on Russian, Canadian,
and U.S. pilots who have accomplished extraordinary flying feats in the Arctic.

9780752421407

Pub Date: 9/1/01

$24.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

7.4 in W | 8.4 in H | 0.3 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

In Hampshire's Skies
Colin Cruddas

Summary
This book uses old photographs and archived images to show the history of aviation in and around
Hampshire in England.
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9780752421162

Pub Date: 4/1/01

$29.99

Trade Paperback

159 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

7.5 in W | 8.9 in H | 0.5 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Boulton Paul Aircraft
Alec Brew

Summary
This book records the aeronautical activities of this Norfolk-based company, with a brief history of its
origins by William Moore in 1797, and its work during the First World War. It pioneered metal
construction after the war and produced parts for the R-101 airship. As Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd at
Wolverhampton, the Defiant was conceived, and its gun turrets would defend RAF bombers during
WWII.

9780963881779

Pub Date: 2/1/01

$34.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 22

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 in T

| 2.1 lb Wt

Wings over the Alaska Highway
A Photographic History of Aviation on the Alaska Highway
Bruce McAllister, Peter Corley-Smith

Contributor Bio
Bruce McAllister is a writer, photographer, publisher, and pilot. He has flown throughout the Rockies,
Canada, and the Arctic and has logged more than 5100 hours of flight time. He lives in Boulder,
Colorado. Peter Corley-Smith was a Canadian aviation historian and served as an SOE/OSS pilot in
the Royal Air Force in World War II.

Summary
WINGS OVER THE ALASKA HIGHWAY is a quality photographic history of aviation's role in the
development of the Alaska Highway. It includes stories on resourceful Bush pilots, chapters on the
key airports along the highway, Russian-American Lend Lease Program, and the Million Dollar Valley
(where an entire flight of B-26 planes crash-landed and all survived).
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9780752421018

Pub Date: 11/1/00

$19.99

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Images of Aviation

6.5 in W | 9.1 in H | 0.4 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

In Cornish Skies
Peter London

Summary
This book is part of the Images of Aviation series, which uses old photographs and archived images
to show the history of various aviation companies and groups in Great Britain.

9780752417585

Pub Date: 8/1/00

$24.00

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

9.1 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Avro 748
Harry Holmes

Summary
In this book, Harry Holmes tells the long and complicated story of the Avro 748. The prototype first
flew in June 1960, and from then on a steady stream of 748s left the factory to go to both civilian
and military customers. There have been special cargo models, variants for heads of state, and a
special fire-fighting variant. With six million flying hours to its credit, the 748 has lived up to all the
expectations of it and will, no doubt, continue to do so for a long time.
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9780752417349

Pub Date: 4/1/00

$27.50

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Images of Aviation

6.5 in W | 9.1 in H | 0.3 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

In Dorset's Skies
Colin Cruddas

Summary
This book is part of the Images of Aviation series, which uses old photographs and archived images
to show the history of various aviation companies and groups in Great Britain.

9780752421094

Pub Date: 3/1/00

$22.99

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 22

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

6.5 in W | 9.1 in H | 0.7 lb

Wt

Manchester Airport
Ringway Remembered
Barry Abraham, Les Jones

Summary
Manchester Airport: Ringway Remembered is illustrated with over 200 photographs depicting both the
structural and human faces of the airport's history. It charts not only the various incarnations of the
airport, but also a faithful record of the many that have been seen there across the different sites
and over the years.
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9780752411781

Pub Date: 3/1/99

$22.00

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Images of England

6.5 in W | 9.1 in H | 0.4 in T

| 2.3 lb Wt

English Electric
Derek James, Derek N. James

Summary
This book is part of the Images of England series, which uses old photographs and archived images
to show the history of various local areas in England.

9780752401713

Pub Date: 4/1/95

$24.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Transportation  /  Aviation

TRA002010

Series: Archive Photographs

Item #: 129308

0 in Wdth | 0 in Lgth

Filton and the Flying Machine
Malcolm Hall

Summary
This book is part of the Archive Photographs series, which uses old photographs and archived
images to show the history of various local areas in Great Britain, through their streets, shops, pubs,
and people.
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